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Variable and energy efficient hydraulic
actuation for gas exchange valves of
internal combustion engines

Invention

The invention consists of a hydraulic actuation method for
gas exchange valves. The main advantage, compared to
existing systems, is the ability to recuperate a large part of
the valve’s kinetic energy which results in a low overall dissipation. Additionally, the system can achieve fully variable
valve curves with variable pressures for minimum energy
losses and widely adapt to available hydraulic pressures,
e.g. during transient phases.

Background

Internal combustion engines can profit from variable gas exchange valves in terms of efficiency and exhaust emissions. Conventional variable systems still need a camshaft and
most solutions have a reduced variability regarding possible valve lift profiles. Most known
systems control the valve movement by throttling the flow of the actuating fluid which
leads to high dissipation. The invention overcomes throttling of the actuating fluid completely and allows to hydraulically recuperate energy. In addition it introduces the possibility of
a ballistic valve movement phase which leads to lower peak velocities of the gas exchange
valves. Due to this flexibility, the system can adapt to changing properties of the actuating
fluid (pressure levels, viscosity).

Advantages

Fully flexible variable valve timing is a key for more efficient internal combustion engines with less pollution. Premixed- (spark ignition), diffusion-controlled- (compression ignition) as well as homogeneous combustion (HCCI) type
of engines can profit, because
– the aspirated mass of an internal combustion engine can be controlled without throttling or with reduced throttling,
– the residual gas fraction or scavenging can be controlled,
– the effective compression and expansion ratio can be controlled,
– cylinder deactivation can be applied,
– pneumatic recuperation or propulsion can be applied,
– engine cycles can be omitted,
– valve timing and combustion can be controlled from cycle to cycle, and
– thermal management of exhaust gas treatment systems can be controlled.
With intake and exhaust valves operating hydraulically, no camshaft is needed and the quality of the lubricant
can be optimized solely for the reciprocating engine parts. This can lead to fever additives and therefore to less
poisoning of exhaust gas treatment systems. Since the invented system does not have a valve spring whose forces
have to be overcome hydraulically, the system is able to operate with moderate hydraulic differential pressures. This
leads to small actuating pistons, a cost-efficient hydraulic supply and light-weight valves. The energy dissipation for
the valve operation is comparably low to purely mechanical systems.
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Empa is an interdisciplinary research and service institution within the ETH Domain covering selected fields
of materials science and technology development including important environmental issues. Empa’s
R&D activities focus on the requirements of industry and the needs of society, thus linking research to
engineering, and science to industry and society. As a result, Empa is capable of providing its partners
with customized services and solutions that not only enhance their innovative edge, but also help to
improve the quality of life for the public at large. Safety, reliability and sustainability of materials and
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